2D and 3D CT reconstructions of the facial skeleton: an unnecessary option or a diagnostic pearl?
The introduction of spiral computed tomography (CT) has been a major advance in CT scanning, particularly considering the reduction in acquisition time and improvements in 2-dimensional (2D) and 3D reconstructions. 314 out of 1262 CT examinations of the midface and jaws executed from September 1993 to September 1994 were performed in the spiral mode. Our experience is critically reviewed and a guideline for the use of spiral CT scanning of the midface and jaws for various diagnostic purposes is established: Complex midface fractures require axial spiral CT scanning with secondary coronal reconstructions Because of the long processing time 3D reconstructions are reserved for planning surgical repair of craniofacial malformations. Dental CT scans with calculation of panoramic images provide important information prior to dental implant surgery and repair of alveolar clefts.